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ABSTRACT 

 
Web is an awesome wellspring of data today. A considerable measure of data is accessible over the web and a great 

deal of data is added and upgraded to it consistently subsequently web information extraction frameworks are 

important to utilize. While Internet takes up by a wide margin the most critical piece of our day by day lives, 

discovering occupations/workers on the web has begun to assume a vital part for employment seekers and 

representatives. Online enrollment sites and HR consultancy and enlistment organizations empower work seekers to 

make their resume so as to discover and apply for the alluring occupations, while they empower for the 

organizations to locate the qualified representatives they are searching for. Yet, the resumes are co mposed from 

various perspectives that make it troublesome for the online enlistment organizations to keep this information in 

their social databases. Due to this, manual work to find the correct candidate will be more. The accuracy for finding 

the correct candidate will decrease in manual work.  Along these lines, in this specified undertaking, a framework 

empowers free organized configuration of resumes to change into an ontological structure model. The proposed 

framework will be kept in Semantic web approach that gives organizations to discover master finding in an effective 

way. For this, we are going to use the Vector Space Model to increase the accuracy for the extraction from the doc 

formatted data. We have compared our work with various techniques and  our accuracy using vector space model is 

achieved greatly as compared to other techniques. 

 

Keyword: - Ontology, Semantic Web, Information Extraction, Vector Space Model, Resume and curriculum 

Vitae. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The web has turned into the significant wellspring of data, bearing the capability of being the world's biggest all 

encompassing wellspring of all the news, information, and so forth. It raises the intriguing thought of changing over 

this sheer volume of unstructured literary information into  helpful data accessible for everybody. Be that as it may, 

the exact data extraction from site pages is a concentrated and tedious assignment which requires essential 

foundation information. In this way the improvement of productive and hearty data extract ion is a major test.  

 

Data extraction extensively alludes to extricating information from unstructured content sources. The fundamental 

objective behind it is to permit semantic labeling of the content source too permitting the likelihood of machine 

perusing of the content source.  

 

Semantic web is an expansion of World Wide Web that means to empower PCs to find, look, derive and gather 

Web's data without human exertion. Semantic web permits productive method for speaking to information on the 

World Wide Web. Ontology is the term that alludes to characterize and make associations between data.  
 

Web Ontology Language (WOL) is a standard metaphysics dialect from World Wide Consortium that procedures 

and instantiates Ontology. 
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Text Mining Techniques 

Text mining involves the application of techniques from areas such as information retrieval, natural language 

processing, and information extraction [8]. 

 

1.1 Information Retrieval 

Information Retrieval (IR) systems identify the documents in a collection which match a user’s query. 

Information retrieval is the task of obtaining relevant information from a collection of resources. It is utilized to 

concentrate on the literary data which incorporates content and also record recovery.  

 

Report recovery is measured as an expansion of the data recovery where the archives that are returned are 

handled to gather or concentrate the specific data looked for by the client. To studies the retrieval of information 

from a collection of written text documents is called Information retrieval (IR).  

 

It can decrease data over-burden by utilizing robotized data recovery frameworks. The data recovery for the 

most part manages the huge scope of data handling from data recovery to learning recovery. Data recovery 

framework is utilized as a part of online computerized library, online administration and online record 

framework and web internet searchers. There are other intense systems in content mining like order, 

arrangement and outline, grouping to handle huge measure of content information. 

 

1.2 Information Extraction 

Information Extraction (IE) is the Process of automatically obtaining structure data from an unstructured 

national language. Report recovery is measured as an expansion of the data recovery where the records that are 

returned are handled to gather procedure of consequently acquiring organized information from an unstructured 

common dialect archive. Information extraction (IE) is the task of automatically extracting structured specific 

information from unstructured or semi-structured natural language text. Regularly this includes characterizing 

the general type of the data that intrigued by as one or more layouts, which are then used to control the 

extraction process. The principle objective of data extraction is making dat a more open to the general 

population and more machine-procedure capable. There are principle issues Associates with IE.  

1. Paraphrase  

2. Paraphrase- many ways to say the same thing.  

3. Ambiguity-the same word/ phase/ sentence may mean different things in    

             different contents.  

Information reconciliation which incorporate the representation of an element their relationship and extensive 

scale element and connection determination Natural Language Processing (NLP) is one of the most established 

and most troublesome issues in the field of computerized reasoning. It is the examination of human dialect 

with the goal that PCs can comprehend regular dialects as people do. In spite of the fact that this objective is 

still some way off, NLP can perform some writes of examination with a high level of accomplishment. 

 

1.3 Text Categorization 

Text categorization is one of the well studied problems in data mining and information retrieval. Arrangement is 

the procedure in which thoughts and items are perceived, separated and caught on. Classification infers that 

items are assembled into classes, typically for some particular reason. A class lights up a relationship between 

the subjects and questions of information. The information classification incorporates the arrangement of 

content, picture, object, voice and so forth. Content arrangement turns into a key innovation to manage and 

compose substantial quantities of reports. Content order is the task of normal dialect archives to one or more 

predefined classes in view of their semantic substance is a vital segment in numerous data association and 

administration errands. Programmed content order is dealt with as a managed learning undertaking. The 

objective of this undertaking is to figure out if a given archive has a place with the given class or not by taking a 

gander at the equivalent words or prefix of that classification. 
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1.4 Applications of Text Mining 

The advances from Information Retrieval and Artificial Intelligence have made document classification a hot 

issue. Document classification may appear in many applications:  

 

Email Filtering: Systems for filtering a person's incoming Emails to weed out scam, or to categorize them into 

different classes, are just now becoming available (for example the Automatic Organizer by Intel).  

Document Organization and Retrieval: The above application is generally useful for many applications 

beyond news filtering and organization. A variety of supervised methods may be used for document 

organization in many domains.  

Opinion Mining: Customer reviews or opinions are often short text documents which can be mined to 

determine useful information from the review.  

Enterprise Business Intelligence: Enterprise business intelligence is the deployment of BI throughout an 

enterprise, usually through the combination of an enterprise data warehouse and an enterprise license to a BI 

platform or tool set that can be used by business users in various roles.  

Security applications: Many text mining software packages are marketed for security applications, especially 

monitoring and analysis of online plain text sources such as Internet news, blogs, etc. for national security 

purposes. It is also involved in the study of text encryption/decryption.  

Biomedical applications: One online text mining application in the biomedical literature is GoPubMed. 

GoPubmed was the first semantic search engine on the Web. Another example is PubGene that combines 

biomedical text mining with network visualization as an Internet service.  

Online media applications: Text mining is being used by large media companies, such as the Tribune 

Company, to clarify information and to provide readers with greater search experiences, which in turn increases 

site "stickiness" and revenue.  

Sentiment analysis: Sentiment analysis may involve analysis of movie reviews for estimating how favorable a 

review is for a movie. Such an analysis may need a labeled data set or labeling of the affectivity of words. 

 

 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

In the paper, “Towards an Information Extraction System Based on Ontology to Match Resumes and Jobs” 
[1]  

 
by Duygu Celik, Askin Karakas, Gulsen Bal, Cem Gultunca, Atilla Elci, Basak Buluz, Murat Can Alevli, they 

had used kariyer.net (largest online recruitment website in Turkey). In this, they proposed a syste m which 

enables free structured format of resumes to transform into an ontological structure model. It is based on 

ontological structure model called Ontology based Resume Parser and tested on a number of turkish and english 

resumes and then it will be kept on the semantic web approach that provides companies to find expert finding in 

an efficient way. 

 

They have proposed a system that enables free structured format of resumes to transform into an ontological 

structure model. The proposed system is based on ontological structure model and called Ontology based 

Resume Parser (ORP) and tested on a number of Turkish and English resumes. This proposed system is kept in 

Semantic Web approach that provides companies to find expert finding in an efficient way. The system aims to 

parse information from a resume such as general information, personal information, education information, 

work experience, qualifications, projects, certificates, references, other information etc. and to analyze its data 

and infer new concepts from the written ontological rules with existing data. The system makes inference with 

the predefined semantic rules based on the resume knowledge that makes it differ substantially from other 

studies. Furthermore, there is no Ontology Knowledge Base (OKB) for Turkish language. In the literature, ORP 

will be the first to work for resumes written in Turkish or English language. The proposed system may be used 

online recruitment websites in order to provide fast and accurate information extraction from jo b seeker’s 

resumes. 
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Figure 1: Class Diagram of System 
[1] 

 

Since they have used the method OKB, due to which the extraction for separate words is not possible and also 

the accuracy is only 80%. 

 

2.1 Comparison of Different Approaches 

 

Table -1: Comparison of Different Approaches  

 

Approaches Advantages Disadvantages 

Vector Space 

Model 

1.Retrieval based on similarity between     

     query & documents. 

2. Output documents are  ranked according   

     to similarity to query. 

3. Similarity based on Occurrence       

     Frequencies of keywords in query &   

     document. 

1. No theoretical foundation. 

2. Cannot be applicable for the    

    short documents. 

3. Assumes term are  

    independence. 
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4. Automatic relevance feedback can be   

    supported. 

5. It is robust. 

6. Good experimental results can be  

    obtained.  

 

Boolean Model 1. Popular retrieval Model because it is    

     easy to understand for simple queries &  

    clean formalism. 

2.Reasonably efficient  implementations  

   possible for normal queries. 

1. Difficult to express complex   

    user requests. 

2. Difficult to control  the   

     number of  documents  

     retrieved. 

3. Difficult to rank output. 

4. Difficult to perform   

     relevance feedback.  

 

Probabilistic 

Model 

1. Based on a firm theoretical foundation. 

2.Theoretically justified optimal ranking  

    scheme.  

 

1. Amount of computation is  

     high. 

2. Has never worked  

    convincingly better in \ 

    practice. 

3. Difficulty to estimate   

    probabilistic accurately. 

 

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Problem Statement: As in the current framework, we have seen that the data extraction done has not achieved the 

exactness with the expanding request. Furthermore the productivity in the current framework is less. In the current 

framework, they have not extricated the words from the sentences and passages, so it makes the framework 

complex. 

 

3.1 Proposed System 

 

As mentioned in the problem statement, we are going to fulfill all these demands. 

Figure 2, shows the workflow of the proposed system. In this system, we proposed a model which will extract 

the information from the English resumes. The format which the resume to be uploaded will be the docx. 

Then this docx document will be converted into the HTML format by the Appache POI. 

Step 1: Then we will replace the <br> and <li> tags with “/r”. 

Step 2: And <p>, <div> and <tr> tags are replace with the “/r/r”. 

Step 3: The system will remove the unnecessary tags in HTML like <img>, <script>, <table>, etc. using regular  

              expression. 

Step 4: Then after the removing the above tags, we will replace /r, /t and /n tags with the “space” characters in  

            order to eliminate the line breaks and tabs. 

Step 5: Then we will convert more than 2 space with the single space. 

Step 6: Apply /r at the end of the sentence with the help of Sentence End Algorithm. 

Step 7: Add <sentence> tag at the end of sentence and add <paragraph>  tag at the end of paragraph which are  

            found by /r & /r/r respectively. 

Step 8: Apply PNRS algorithm for the spell check errors. 

Step 9: Split all sentence and all paragraphs. 

Step 10: Extract personal info. , general info. , work experience, educational info, skills, certification. 
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                  Figure 2: Proposed Work Flow 

 

 

Step 11: Generate ontology dictionary(vocabulary) as per domain 

Step 12: We will apply Vector Space Model  

Step 13: Compare each word or sentence with ontology dictionary as per required query. 

 

3.2 Experimental Analysis  

 

 
Figure 3: Comparison of with ontology and without ontology 
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                                    Figure 4: Precision and Recall 

 

 
 

                               Figure 5: Accuracy 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Data Extraction is a critical issue for changing over the unstructured archive into organized data. So utilizing th e 

techniques like vector space model and metaphysics, we can enhance the accuracy and review values in the 

framework. So because of this, we can likewise enhance the exactness for the data extraction and gives the master 

finding in a proficient way. 
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